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Night (and Day) of 
the Iguana 
Puerto Vallarta, Mexico Offers Luxury, 
Authenticity and a Bit of Hollywood Lore

P erhaps it’s wrong to introduce a location by 
telling of the time some foreigners landed 

on its shores and took things over. But in this 
instance, the conquistadores carried cameras 
not cannons, and any blood spilled was of 
the stage variety. The year was 1963, and a 
troop of Hollywood icons — Ava Gardner, John 
Huston, Richard Burton and his lover, Elizabeth 
Taylor — descended upon an unknown and 
untamed Bahía de Banderas (Bay of Banderas) 
to film Tennessee William’s Night of the Iguana. 

Between the paparazzi and later oscar windfall, 
the gorgeous yet undeveloped Puerto Vallarta 
emerged as a tourist destination. No longer a 
“sleepy fishing village” or “hidden love nest,” 
the spot (shortened to “PV” by Anglophone 
expatriates and to “Vallarta” by the locals) now 
offers all the luxury that 944 readers expect 
without being ruined by the homogenization of 
the tourism industry. Visitors will find a getaway 
that combines understated, filmed-on-location 
glamour with unspoiled local charm. This 

delicate balance is first visible from the airplane: 
mountains peek above the tropical mist, and a 
yellow line of beach dollops around their bases 
like frosting on a tiered chocolate cake, which, 
as the plane swoops close to one summit, turns 
out to be a rich forest green. Rural valleys dip 
between the crests, where small farm plots 
intermingle with wooded areas and clusters 
of modest houses. Then, as the plane readies 
for landing, it passes resort hotels hugging the 
beach in the Zona Hotelera and marina Vallarta. 
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El CENTRO
Downtown Vallarta is more European than 
most U.S. cities, with its narrow cobblestone 
streets and historic buildings. But the crowning 
glory (other than the Church of Our Lady of 
Guadalupe’s landmark crowned tower) is the 
area’s gourmet restaurants that rival those 
found in the old World. The Café des artistes 
(Cafedesartists.com) boasts an elegant interior, 
an outdoor seating area that feels like the 
womb of the rainforest, and a smoking lounge 
that has a warm, masculine feel. True epicures 
must experience formal dining at the exquisite 
restaurant within a restaurant, Thierry Blouet 
Cocina de auteur. Both are led by the gallant 
French executive chef/owner/local celebrity of 
the same name. If the more traditional Mestizo 
restaurant (Mestizovallarta.com) seems 
familiar, it’s because a thousand pale copies 
of this authentic garden eatery are scattered 
across the American Southwest. After dinner, 
jaunt over to the sky bar on the sand-floor 
rooftop of azul 96 (azul96.com) to mingle with 
the young, glamorous locals. The restaurant 
and sushi bar’s sleek, mod feel (and menu by the 
friendly chef Jesus Gutierrez) makes a striking 
contrast with the old-fashioned streets below. 

lA ISlA RÍO CUAlE
The cuale River cuts Vallarta in half as it empties 
into the bay, creating an island in the middle 
of town so green that it seems to be kissed by 
the Aztec earth mother, Tonantzín. Wander 
the open-air market and pick up a variety of 
handmade, mexican crafts. Enjoy a good-natured 
bargaining game, but after several lively rounds, 
uphold 944’s standards by paying generously for 
those stylish silver bangles (and, who knows, the 
vendor just might sweeten the deal with a free 
luchadore mask). Sit down for a post-shopping 
meal at the river Café (rivercafe.com.mx), a 
veritable PV institution. Ask for a table on the 
patio for a view that is practically hovering over 
the river. Before crossing a pedestrian bridge 
back to “mainland,” drop by the Plaza john 
Huston and pay respects to the statue of the 
accidental founder of PV tourism.

El MAlECÓN
New arrivals will have fun orienting themselves to PV by taking a stroll along the malecón, 
the walkway on the seawall. Daytime visitors can fill their mySpace albums with photos of the 
contemporary sculptures lining the boardwalk and then return after dark to join in the vibrant, local 
nightlife, where friends, families, street musicians and food vendors enjoy a lively outdoor evening. 
Thirsty tourists will easily stumble upon the requisite laid-back chain bars. (or head to the Zona 
Romántica to experience one of the best gay scenes in mexico). But before taking that shot of tequila, 
visit the Huichol Collection Gallery (Paseo Diaz Ordaz no, 732, Col. Centro C.P | 322.223.0661) to 
buy one-of-a-kind bead art from the Huichol peoples. Respectful shoppers may garner an invitation 
to visit the back room, where the art related to Huichol peyote rituals glows under a black light.  
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MARINA VAllARTA 
Developed in response to the growing demand 
of upper-class visitors, this area houses most 
of the posh amenities: marina (naturally), 
par 71 golf course (one of the seven world-
class courses nearby), and the grand — yet 
somehow not obnoxious — resort hotels. 
CasaMagna Mariott Puerto Vallarta resort & 
Spa (Casamagnapueretovallarta.com) greets 
its guests with a breathtaking open-air lobby. 
The onsite ohtli SPA offers treatments that 
incorporate indigenous health practices such 
as the Yelapa Touch Therapy with “Huichol 
shamanistic meditation.” casamagna also grows 
agave on the hotel grounds to produce its own 
house brand of tequila. Equally magnificent is 
the Velas Vallarta Suite resort & Convention 
Center (Velasvallarta.com). Splurge on the 
presidential suite for a birds-eye view of the bay 
from a private balcony swimming pool. 

PlAYA lOS MUERTOS
After a morning spent snorkeling around Los 
arcos, the Bay’s jutting rock formations, zip 
across the water to the oldest beach in town. Exit 
that charted boat or water taxi at the fishing pier, 
and then frolic in the surf with the local families. 
Walk over to La Palapa restaurant & Lounge 
(Lapalapapv.com) for a white tablecloth lunch 
on the sand. Those who overexert themselves 
during the appetizer can recline on a lounge 
chair until the plata fuerte (main dish) arrives. 

PUERTO VAllARTA & BEYOND
Le Kliff (Lekliff.com), in the Zona Sur, offers a 
view so dramatic that diners may forget to eat, a 
shame since the tropical fusion cuisine is quite 
good. The restaurant, which boasts several 
movie, TV and magazine cameos of its own, is 
near the charming village of Mismaloya, where 
Night of the Iguana was shot. In fact, Le Kliff’s 
Director of Sales marketing carlos Guzman 
brags that his father was cast as an extra on 
the film. But if the ruins of a movie set seem, 
umm, outdated, look only to the Film Festival 
(Vallartafilmfestival.com) and Festival Gourmet 
International (Festivalgourmet.com) for the 
ever-widening ripple effects of the movie’s boost 
to the tourism industry. or abandon the nostalgia 
and take part in one of PV’s many other offerings. 
Travelers can swim with the dolphins or zip 
line across the rainforest canopy at Vallarta 
adventures (Vallarta-adventures.com). Either 
way, the trifecta of idyllic tropical beaches, 
mountains and rainforests would still inspire a 
director to make Puerto Vallarta his paradise.

For Puerto Vallarta’s official Web site, go to 
www.visitpuertovallarta.com 
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